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 The Best Defense   (subtitle subject to change) 

Co-operative Boardgame 

 
Contents Summary: 

 100 Resource Cards 

 48 Event Cards 

 80+ Game Tokens 

 6 Oversized Hero Cards 

 6 Character Pawns w/ bases 

 4 Oversized Location Tiles 

 9 Ulterior Motive Cards (For advanced players) 

 4 Dice 

 1 Rulebook 
 

Game Summary 

In this co-operative game, players take on the roles of Rick, Glenn, Daryl, Michonne, and other characters. The 
Survivors are on the hunt for Walkers and must defend 4 key Locations in order to stay alive: The Farm, The 
Prison, The Town, and The Highway. Using oversized Location tiles, the map board is built at random each game, 
providing for great replayability. At each Location there is a Resource deck of 25 cards: Equipment, Allies, Food, 
or Ammunition. These decks are also placed at random locations, further adding to the replayability. 
 
A 48-card Event deck drives the action and triggers Walkers and other calamities to show up at the various 

Locations. Players draw Event cards each turn and have to figure out how to minimize the effects of their Events 

over the course of their turn. Dice are used to resolve combat and to determine the outcome of some Event 

cards. 
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This is not a “roll and move” style game. There is no finish line. The goal of the game is to stay alive and protect 
the Resources at each Location through 12 rounds of play. When Walkers appear at a Location, the Survivors will 
need to go on the offensive to clear the Location or lose Resources. Fighting alongside a fellow Survivor will 
allow players to add their combat rolls together for greater effectiveness. The Survivors can split up to cover 
more area, but that can be dangerous, just like on the TV show. Players may also draw cards from the Resource 
decks to gather the Resources they need to stay alive. However, if any Resource deck becomes fully depleted, 
the Survivors lose the game, so it becomes risky to draw cards late in the game when the Resources at a 
Location are running low. 
 
What makes this game unique is the Leadership role. One player may be the Leader for the entire game, or it 
may switch to a new player each round. Each character has a Leadership Ability that will provide a bonus to the 
Survivors when they are in charge. The Leader gets to make decisions that he or she feels is best, but those 
decisions sometimes cause more harm than good… 
 
There are two different modes of play. In the Beginning Player Mode all players share their Event card 

information. This allows the Leader to make decisions with full knowledge of where the Events will be taking 

place during each turn. 

 

In the Expert Player Mode, players may not share the contents of their Event cards, so the Leader sometimes 

inadvertently makes decisions that are detrimental to the Survivors. However, the other players have the 

opportunity to “defy” the Leader’s orders and make their own decisions… but at a cost. 

Also included in the Expert Player Mode are Ulterior Motive cards. Each player draws one of these cards at the 

start of the game and keeps it secret. On the card will be a “mission” for that player to try and achieve. If they 

can achieve it, that player earns a personal victory, even if the Survivors end up losing the game. 

 

It all adds up to a tension-filled game where the players’ choices and ability to work together decides their fate! 

 

Key Selling Points 

 

 Property based on hugely popular television program 

 The Walking Dead on AMC renewed for a 4th season 

 Unique leadership role makes for interesting decisions every round 

 Each game event is unique 

 Randomized board setup and resource deck placement means every game feels different 

 Two modes of play allow for beginners and experienced players to tailor the game to their skill level 

 Fully co-operative! 

 

 
Marketing Support 

 

 Online media advertising on consumer and retail trade sites including boardgamegeek.com and 
ICV2.com 

 Game reviews and press coverage across major hobby, comic, and gaming media outlets to support 
game launch  
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 Heavily promoted at consumer event shows throughout the year, including Gen Con and PAX Prime. 

 Review copies sent to online media ranging from enthusiast outlets (hobby gaming, comic and general 
pop culture) to mainstream outlets (USA Today, Wired) for expanded consumer exposure 

 Launch expanded product page on Cryptozoic.com and online media presence on the Cryptozoic 
Entertainment Facebook page to announce game, run special promotions, and preview the game up 
until launch 

 Cross-promotions with AMC via giveaways, contests, and announcements on the AMC website and 
Facebook page and at conventions/special events 

 Exclusive gameplay promo cards that will be distributed via events and special consumer and retail 
promotions 

 

 
At a Glance 

 Number of Players: 1 – 4 

 For Ages: 15 and up 

 Playing Time: 30–45 minutes 

 

 
Ordering Information: 

Available to ship:  

 Item 
Description 

Contents UPC ISBN MSRP Preliminary 
Dimensions 

Game 100 Resource Cards 
48 Event Cards 
80+ Game Tokens 
6 Oversized Hero 
Cards 
6 Character Pawns 
w/ bases 
4 Oversized Location 
Tiles 
9 Ulterior Motive 
Cards (For advanced 
players) 
4 Dice 
1 Rulebook 

 

 

978-1-61768-288-9 $40.00 16”x10”x2.5” 

Game  Case 6 Game Boxes/Case 

 

NA $240.00 16.5”x16.25”x11” 
 
24lbs 
 

 


